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NEUMES IN THREE OLD HIGH GERMAN 
CHARMS

Eleonora Cianci

doi: https://dx.doi.org/10.7359/996-2022-cian

Abstract

Ad pestem equi, Ad equum infusum and Crist unte Iudas are three Old High 
German charms of the twelfth century that display various signs between the 
lines that can be identified with neumatic notation. The charms are integrated in 
two manuscripts collections of healing remedies, and they are the only texts dis-
playing neumes. Ad pestem equi and Ad equum infusum are written in the margins 
of Vatican City, (BAV) Cod. pal. lat. 1158; Crist unde Iudas is in MS. Bamberg, 
(Staatsbibliothek) Msc. Med. 6. Nobody would be surprised to know that some 
charms were sung, or that there should have been an oral performance connected 
to them, yet this can be considered the first textual evidence of this idea. This 
essay provides a description of the neumes and a new edition and interpretation of 
the three charms.

Keywords: Ad equum infusum; Ad pestem equi; Bamberg Msc. Med. 6; BAV Cod. 
pal. lat. 1158; Crist unte Iudas; Medieval healing charms; neumes.

Three twelfth century German charms in Friedrich Wilhelm’s Denkmä-
ler deutscher Prosa des 11. und 12. Jahrhundert display a number of pen 
strokes that no one, to my knowledge, has yet identified as neumes. Wil-
helm interpreted them as accent marks and numbered them as “18 acute, 
10 circumflex” for the first two Vaticanische Pferdesegen in the one manu-
script and 3 acute and 4 circumflex accents for the Bamberger Blutsegen. 
Wilhlem also points out that only the prose Bamberger Blutsegen displays 
those accents 1. The same happened in Elias Steinmeyer’s Die kleineren alt-
hochdeutschen Sprachdenkmäler. Steinmeyer did not explain the meaning of 

 1 Wilhelm 1960, 1, 49-50; 2, 125-126, 127-129. 
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the signs, nor did he discuss their function. In his printed text, they are 
offered to the modern reader as accent marks or as diacritics indicating 
vowel length 2. Diacritics indicating stress, vowel quantity, or difference 
between i, m, or n are not uncommon in medieval German manuscripts. 

In 1992, Karl A. Wipf included the newly edited charms in his Old 
High German verse anthology. He rightly observed that one stroke pen-
cilled on the manuscript could not represent the long value of /a/ in the 
word vvâmbizíges “intestinal worm”. Wipf, however, only commented on 
one accent, carefully reporting the other signs without any interpretation 3.

In a passing remark of his admirable study of the Merseburg charms, 
Wolfgang Beck suggested that the symbols in Ad pestem equi speak for a 
“singable quality” of the charm 4. No one would be surprised that some 
charms were sung: the word incantatio refers, after all, to chanting or 
recitation. The three texts considered here provide explicit manuscript evi-
dence of charms intended to be performed in a fashion similar to that of 
liturgical texts.

We owe Ernst Hellgardt a handlist of neumatic texts written in medie-
val German (ninth to fourteenth centuries). Hellgardt’s catalogue includes 
a total of thirty-seven items, four of which date to the twelfth century and 
one between the twelfth and thirteenth centuries. Our three charms are 
not among these. They are:
• Troyes, Stadtbibl. Ms. 663, f. 112v: Cristi huns gegnade kirioleyon 5 (12th c.).
• Berlin, Staatsbibl. Ms. theol. lat. qu. 140, ff. 124r-177r: Williram von 

Ebersberg, Hohenliedkommentar 6 (12th c.).
• Troyes, Stadtbibl. Ms. 888, f. 91v: Cristi huns ge genade kirioleyon 7 (12th c.).
• Salzburg, Universitätsbibl. Cod. M II 6, f. 67rb: Christ ist erstanden 8 

(12th c.).
• Engelberg, Stiftbibl. Cod. 1003, f. 115r: Mariensequenz aus Muri 9 (end 

12th - beg. 13th c.).
Hellgardt observes that neumatic texts written in medieval German 

are usually included in collections of Latin liturgical texts. The category of 
liturgy, though, should not be restricted, in his opinion, to the canonical 

 2 Steinmeyer 1916, 370-371, 377-378.
 3 Wipf 1992, 70-71, 278-279. 
  4 Beck 2003, 287.
 5 https://handschriftencensus.de/18908.
 6 https://handschriftencensus.de/15115.
 7 https://handschriftencensus.de/18910.
 8 https://handschriftencensus.de/12727 (Easter song). 
 9 https://handschriftencensus.de/1553. 
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office of the Mass and to other ceremonies. It should include events like 
the Geistliche Spiele, that is “para-liturgical” events customarily carried on 
in vernacular language 10.

The first element that singles out our three charms is that they are not 
integrated into a liturgical book, canonical or not. Instead, they are found 
in two collections of healing remedies. Ad pestem equi and Ad equum infu-
sum have come down to us in MS. Vatican City, (BAV) Cod. pal. lat. 1158; 
Crist unde Iudas is in MS. Bamberg, (Staatsbibliothek) Msc. Med. 6.

1. The texts

Ad pestem equi and Ad equum infusum are Old High German veterinary 
remedies. Crist unte Iudas is a charm against bleeding and wounds, belong-
ing to the Longinus and Flum Jordan charm tradition. In the Bamberg 
manuscript, the charm is followed by a second blood charm also in medi-
eval German (Crist wart bi erden wunt “Christ was wounded on earth”), 
which has no neumes. Steinmeyer and other scholars have read the two 
charms as one, perhaps because Crist wart bi erden wunt contains a charms 
motif (neque doluit neque tumuit) not infrequently coupled with the Longi-
nus and the Flum Jordan motifs 11.

In what follows, the texts and their neumes will be presented prior to a 
description of their manuscript context. The texts established by Elias von 
Steinmeyer and Karl Wipf 12 have been compared once again to the original 
manuscripts. A few differences in reading and interpretation are discussed 
below. An English translation is provided, in which italics indicate the use 
of the Latin language in the manuscript. Ligatures have been expanded in 
italics. I adopt the lineation proposed in Wipf ’s edition. 

 10 Hellgardt 2011, 163-164.
 11 See Steinmeyer 1916, 377-378. Further reference also in Cianci 2004, 120-123.
 12 Ad pestem equi and Ad equum infusum are not distinguished as two texts and are 
listed under the same title both in Steinmeyer 1916, 370-371 (1. Pferdesegen) and in Wipf 
1992, 70, 278 (Ad pestem ęqui . quod dicitur môrth).
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1.1. Ad pestem equi

1. Ad pestem ęqui . quod dicitur môrth
2. dic .
3. Johan . was êin mán .
4. fas ês sin sûn . genâs ín thes .
5. so do diz rós . des mordes .
6. Pater noster . ter .

 Against a horse disease named glanders.
 Say:
 John was a man. His son stumbled. (He) healed him from this.
 So may this horse from the glanders.
 (Recite) Three times Paternoster.

1.1.1. Textual commentary

(1) Morth, (5) mordes “glanders”. The name is an OHG substantive (M-a) 
mord, morth “murder, death”, MHG mort, used in the juridical field, but 
also as a medical term indicating a disease of the horse. According to Ger-
hard Eis, the term indicates the disease called Rotz “glanders” in German 
texts of the eleventh century. This is a lethal infectious disease of equines 
due to a specific microorganism (Malleomyces mallei) that causes severe 
ulcerations on the skin and mucous membranes. The disease causes pain 
and makes the horse unusable, therefore as if dead 13. 

(3) Johan. Steinmeyer and Wipf read: Iohan, iohan respectively. 
(4) Fas ês. Steinmeyer and Wipf read Farês. Steinmeyer interprets it as 

a personal name from the Bible, Phares, son of Jude, Wipf considers the 
analogy with the German substantive Farne “fern”, a plant. Both scholars 
abstain from explaining the grammatical implications and the meaning of 
their interpretations. In my opinion, between Johan was ein man and genas 
in thes, in which the verbs are in the past tense, we should expect another 
sentence in the past tense. In fact, the first part of all the charms with a 
historiola is always delivered in the past tense 14. In this case, if the subject 
is sin sun, that is, the son of John, then fas should be a preterite of a strong 
verb. If we admit it, then we might consider the preterite 3rd singular faz 

 13 AWD 6, 801; Riecke 2004, I, 111; Eis 1964, 88-108; Graff 2, 855; Lexer 1, 2204.
 14 For the meaning and function of the historiola in charms, see Frankfurter 1995 and 
Frankfurter 2017.
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of a rare word, the stark verb (class 5) OHG fezzan 15, which occurs only 
once in the eleventh century, glossing the Latin verb labere “tremble, vac-
illate, shudder”, and the OHG gifezzan, gafizan “to fall” (ni gifaz translate 
Latin excidit in the glosses of Gregorius’ Dialogi) 16. The verb does not 
continue in the MHG and can be considered an archaism in the twelfth 
century. The meaning of this sentence is thus consistent with the general 
sense of healing a horse that cannot move. 

Genas in. Steinmeyer and Wipf read genasin. Wipf translates: Er genas 
davon. I translated it as the preterite 3rd singular genas of the stark verb 
(class 5) OHG ginesan, genesan, genesen 17, MHG genesen “to recover, to 
heal, to rescue” with accusative of the healed person (in) and the genitive 
(thes) indicating the disease (the same also in des mordes). On a semantic 
level, we can infer that the unnamed son of John fell  (ill) or stumbled and 
then John healed him from the disease or the injuries.

1.2. Ad equum infusum

1. Item ad ęquum infusum . 
2. dic .
3. Christ wârd an érthe gebóren . in críbbi giworfen . in slúthere bebúnden . sa 

verlóren.
4. Der heilige Crist buoce dísime rosse .N. ouervággenes . gerâys . thes 

wâmbiziges . thes wûrmes . unte álles thes . the íme scathene si .
5. In nomine Domini . Daz tír ze bóze .
6. Pater noster . post eadem ter .

 Similarly for a lamed horse. 
 Say:
 Christ was born on earth, lying in a manger, wrapped in swaddling clothes, 

then he passed away.
 May the holy Christ heal this horse (Name) from lame, from stiffness, from 

the farcy, from the worm, and from anything that may harm him.
 In the name of the Lord. This is for you for the healing.
 (Say) Paternoster. And afterwards three more. 

 15 AWB 3, 789.
 16 AWB 3, 789; Graff 3, 727.
 17 AWB 1, 1179; Graff 2, 1098.
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1.2.1. Textual commentary

(3) In sluthere bebunden. The expression is a clear reference to Luke 2,12: 
“And this will be a sign for you: you will find a baby wrapped in swaddling 
clothes and lying in a manger”. Nonetheless, since the noun sluthere is a 
hapax in the entire OHG literature, there can be different opinions about 
it. I agree with Karl A. Wipf who translates “Schlüttchen”, which is a Swiss 
word for “baby dress” (Schlutt, Schlüttli) 18. The fricatives /th/ in sluthere, 
erthe, thes and scathene represent an older usage of Central Franconian.

Bebunden is the past participle of the OHG strong verb (class 3) 
bi-bintan 19 “to wrap, bind”.

(4) Ouervaggenes. This noun (genitive singular) derives from the past 
participle of the reduplication 7 class verb OHG firfahan, farfahan 20 “to 
catch”. It is also attested as warwanghen as a medical term indicating a 
specific disease of the horse legs and hooves, a rheumatic disorder 21. In 
Hildegard von Bingen’s Physica the OHG term is mentioned in Chapter 12 
De Kestenbaum 22:

Quod si equus et bos aut asinus, vel aliud quodlibet pecus verfangen est, da illi 
folia in pabulo ad comedendum, si potest, vel si comedere noluerit, ipsa folia 
pulveriza, et pulverem illam in aquam proiice, et da illi saepe in potu bibere, 
et curabitur.

Gerays. Genitive singular of OHG girâhî (N) “stiffness” 23. The word 
in this form is a hapax connected to OHG rahi (F-ī) and to MHG ræhe 
(adjective) “lame, stiff ”, modern German Räch, Rähe, Hufrehe “laminitis”. 
These words are attested with the meaning of a stiffness of horse legs due 
to a disease of its hooves 24. Other OHG charms against horse diseases 

 18 Idiotikon IX, 797. Schwab translates this as: “tied with ropes”, and she connects 
slúthere to Gmc. *slutila, OHG sluzzil (M-ā) “key”. In this way, she hypothesizes a meaning 
of “something that serves to close, to bind” and she refers to the crucifixion of Christ, 
which, in certain iconographies, is interpreted as tied to the cross by means of ropes, instead 
of nails. According to this interpretation, the four sentences would summarize the life of 
Christ, the first two would refer to birth, and the other two to death: birth and childhood, 
crucifixion, and death (Schwab 1994, 554-583). See also Cianci 2004, 61-64.
 19 AWB 1, 1067; Graff 3, 135.
 20 AWB 3, 500; Graff 3, 408.
 21 Eis 1964, 97; Riecke 2004, I, 111.
 22 http://www.clerus.org/bibliaclerusonline/it/jxi.htm.
 23 AWB 7, 656. Wipf translates it as “Aufregung” and connects it to MHG gereize, 
geraize (Latin concitatio), German Reizung. Wipf 1992, 70-71, 278-279.
 24 German words like Wasserrähe, Mauchelrähe, Windrähe, Futterrähe distinguish dif-
ferent laminitis depending on whether this rigidity was caused by exposing the horse to 
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use variants of this word, for example errehet, erreheten (adj.) in Ad equum 
errehet (Paris. cod. nouv. acquis. lat. 229) and rehin (accusative singular of a 
F-ī noun) in Contra rehin (Zurich cod. C 58/275) 25.

Wambiziges (genitive singular). It is a rather problematic term that 
according to Eis is linked to MHG, wambiz, MLG wambete “farcy”. Riecke 
also connects it to MLG wambete but translates it as “glanders”. Glanders 
and farcy are often used as synonymous. Glanders is a contagious fatal dis-
ease of the horse characterized by the development of ulcerating growths 
that are most commonly found in the upper respiratory tract, lungs, and 
skin. In the cutaneous form, it is also called farcy and growths appear 
along the course of the lymph vessels, particularly on the legs. However, 
Wipf translates the whole expression thes wambiziges thes wurmes as “from 
the worm of the entrails”, connecting the adjective vvambiz-ig to OHG 
wamba (F-ō), MHG wambe, wanbis “womb, belly” but it can also be con-
nected to OHG bīzig, bizzig (adj.) “biting” 26.

1.3. Crist unte Iudas 

1. Crist unte Iudas spíliten mit spîeza . 
2. Do wart der heiligo Christ wund in sine sîton . 
3. Do nâm er der dumen . unte vordûhta se vorna . 
4. So verstant du bluod . sóse Iordanis áha verstunt . 
5. do der heiligo Iohannes den heilanden Crist in íro toufta . 
6. Daz dir zo buza . 

 Christ and the Jude handled spears. 
 As Christ was wound in his side, 
 he took his thumb and pressed it thereon.
 So, stop you blood, as the river Jordan stood still as holy John baptized Christ 

in it.
 This is for your healing. 

1.3.1. Textual commentary

(1) Iudas. There are two different interpretations of the name Iudas: 
Jacoby sees in Iudas the proper name “Judas”, a name that would refer 

cold water, to heat, to cold wind or to overeating. Riecke 2004, I, 111; Eis 1964, 55, 97; 
BMZ II, 1, 548.
 25 Cianci 2004, 59-61, 66-69.
 26 Eis 1964, 94; Riecke 2004, 111; Wipf 1992, 70-71, 278-279; AWB 1, 1162.
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to an episode of the Evangelium Infantia Arabicum (chapter 35) in which 
Judas Iscariot possessed by Satan bites Jesus on the right side and is freed 
by him from the devil 27. However, I agree with Elias von Steinmeyer that 
by Iudas is probably meant “the Jew”, that is, Longinus 28, known as such 
throughout the medieval tradition 29. The wound on Christ’s side procured 
by handling (OHG spilōn, MHG spiln, spilen “to handle, to play” 30) a spear 
(mit spieza) seems to confirm the presence of Longinus in this text (OHG 
spioz, MHG spiez, spīz “spear” 31).

(4) Iordanis aha versunt. The river that stops to flow is a merging 
motif from the Old Testament: Joshua 3:9-13. The canonical Gospels only 
refer to the baptism in the Jordan river: Matthew 3:5-6; Mark 1:5; Luke 
3:3; John 1:28. 

2. Description of the neumes

The study of the neumes requires competence in musicology, semiotics 
and palaeography. Musicology and semiotics investigate the aspects that 
influence performance: they interpret the neumes in terms of pitch pat-
terns, articulation, and ways of enunciating and joining syllables. Palae-
ography, for its part, aims at dating and locating the neumes in a specific 
geographical area. Palaeography, musicology, and semiotics address, of 
course, many other aspects, e.g. the function of formal distinctions made 
by scribes in the shape of neumes 32.

The use of neumes began in Western Europe around the ninth cen-
tury and remained current in its German-speaking area up to the four-
teenth century. Neumatic notations were perfectly consistent with the 
Carolingian cultural policy aiming at standardizing the writing of Latin 
and vernacular texts to achieve the maximum possible clarity 33. As soon as 
neumes found their way into parchment along with the spread of Caroline 
minuscule, different neumatic styles rapidly developed in various regions 
of Europe before being eventually unified under the so-called square 

 27 Jacoby 1913. 
 28 Steinmeyer 1916, 379.
 29 Cianci 2013, 207-209.
 30 BMZ 2, 505; Lexer 2, 1094; Graff 6, 331.
 31 BMZ 2, 495-496; Lexer 2, 1090; Graff 6, 368.
 32 A survey of the study on neumes see: Rankin 2018, 52-64. For the palaeographic 
investigation of the neumes, I refer to Corbin 1977.
 33 Treitler 2003, 370-371, 403-407.
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notation. Neumes continued to be used for a long time even after Guido 
d’Arezzo, in the eleventh century, invented the modern musical notation 34.

The neumes found in our charms are short pen strokes shaped over 
single vocals or syllables. They are:

Virga  (Vatican),  (Bamberg), < ´ >: the virga is similar to an 
acute accent sign, probably indicating a single ascending note.

Clivis  (Vatican),  (Bamberg), < ^ >: the clivis resembles a cir-
cumflex accent sign. Its upward stroke marks a higher note as its first ele-
ment and its falling stroke marks the second lower note.

Punctum < . >: the punctum represents a pause, and it is an important 
aid for speaking as well as for reciting or singing 35. The punctum in our 
texts is never located above the vowel or the syllable like the neumes. It 
only occurs between words.

The style of the virga and clivis in both manuscripts is very similar 
to the St. Gall neumatic type (see Figs. 1 and 2). They are “adiastematic 
gestural neumes”, i.e., in a musical context, neumes not intended for meas-
uring the distance between grades. They belong to a type of notation in 
campo aperto representing lower and higher notes only 36. The absence of 
staff lines and pitch referents, i.e., the lack of dedicated symbols for pitches 
and intervals, implies that the charms were addressed to the eyes of a com-
petent singer, who had a previously acquired knowledge of the intended 
melodic system. An approximate record of the melodic line, a sort of visual 
aid to guide his memory with flexible gradations of exactitude, was prob-
ably enough to guarantee an efficient performance. 

Were it not for the evidence offered by neumatic charms like the 
ones discussed here, our understanding of the mode of delivery of heal-
ing charms within a German monastic community of the twelfth century 
would not be available. Monastic communities recited psalms and antipho-
nals in a tone that varied at specific points (that is, the voice raised or sunk 
within a pattern). The singing was conducted according to a shared knowl-
edge of the melodic system. Generally speaking, the way medieval charms 
were written down on parchment hardly permits us to shed light on their 
actual mode of delivery. The monastic “textual community”, that is the 
community responsible for their production as well as for their delivery, 
did not obviously need any written account of the ritual.

 34 For a complete survey of the history of neumatic scripts in Germany and Switzer-
land, see Corbin 1977, 45-66; Parrish 1978, 8-10.
 35 Parkes 1992, 77.
 36 Parrish 1978, 8-10.
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Figure 1. – Different types of neumes adopted in Medieval Europe.

Figure 2. – Square neumes and equivalents in modern notation 
and in St. Gall neumes and French neumes (Fassler 2014, A10).
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There is a strong relationship between the phonetic value of written letters 
and the neumatic notation. Neumes can indeed communicate a written 
gesture. As Treitler points out, medieval musical notation was initially a 
spatial metaphor in which melody was represented as a voice movement 
and then they became signs for the inflection of the voice 37.

3. The manuscripts

3.1. The Vatican manuscript

The first two charms, Ad pestem equi and Ad equum infusum, are both in 
MS. Vatican City, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana 38, Cod. pal. lat. 1158 at 
f. 68v. Ad pestem equi appears as one line of text in the upper margin of the 
page; Ad equum infusum occupies the second and third lines of the upper 
margin and four more lines on the left margin of the same page 39. Cod. pal. 
lat. 1158 is a copy of the Viaticus Peregrinantis by Constantinus Africanus. 
This is the famous eleventh-century Latin translation from the Arabic Zād 
al-musāfir by ibn al-Gazzār, the medical handbook for the traveller.

It consists of sixty-eight folios written in Carolingian minuscule meas-
uring 335 × 230 mm (written space 260 × 165 mm). Each page is organ-
ized in two columns of 43-44 lines each. The codex probably derives from a 
book commissioned by Northungus medicus, a monk expert of medicine at 
the monastery of Hildesheim in the first half of the twelfth century. The 
manuscript laid for some time in Heidelberg, Bibliotheca Palatina and was 
transferred to the Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana in 1623. It was bound in 
parchment and cardboard in 1780. Along with the Viaticus Peregrinantis, 
this manuscript contains four items in Old High German (Franconian) 
language (nn. 4, 5, 6a, 6b). 
1. f. 1r Title page containing the words Viaticus Constantini in 

a later hand.
2. f. 1v  A decorated page displaying four doctors with their 

medical equipment.

 37 Treitler 2003, 401.
 38 https://handschriftencensus.de/10515, https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/bav_pal_
lat_1158, BStK Online: https://glossen.germ-ling.uni-bamberg.de/bstk/807.
 39 https://digi.ub.uni-heidelberg.de/diglit/bav_pal_lat_1158/0142 (digitized image).
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3. ff. 2ra-68vb Incipit: Constantinus Africanus, Viaticus Peregrinantis.
4. f. 13rb  Old High German gloss vveckoldor over Latin Juniperus.
5. f. 38ra  Old High German gloss dost over Latin abrotani 40.
6. f. 68v  (a) upper margin: Old High German charm Ad pestem 

equi against horse glanders; (b) upper and left margin: 
Old High German charm Ad equum infusum against 
horse paralysis and other horse diseases.

3.2. The Bamberg manuscript

The third charm, Crist unte Iudas, is transmitted in MS. Bamberg, 
(Staatsbibliothek) 41, Msc. Med. 6 (see Fig. 3).

16

Figure 3. – MS. Bamberg, (Staatsbibliothek) Misc. Med. 6, f. 139rb. The Bamberg 
charms: “Crist unde Iudas” and “Crist wart bi erden wunt”. Foto: Gerald Raab.

 40 For the two OHG glosses, see Riecke 2004, I, 129-130.
 41 http://digital.bib-bvb.de/view/bvb_mets/viewer.0.6.5.jsp?folder_id=0&dvs=16496
01205307~133&pid=5402038&locale=it&usePid1=true&usePid2=true (digitized image); 
description of the manuscript: Leitschuh - Fischer 1899, 433-435; Suckale Redlefsen 1995, 
103; https://handschriftencensus.de/6838.
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This is a miscellany of medical texts dating to the last quarter of the twelfth 
century. The script seems to be a late Carolingian minuscule in transition 
to early Gothic 42. The Bamberg manuscript is made of 143 folios of 290 × 
185 mm and consists of two codicological units: the first (ff. 1-118) has 
a written space of 245 × 140 mm with each page having two columns of 
42-44 lines. The second (ff. 119-143) is in a different hand: the written 
space measures 250 × 150 mm, with two columns of 43 lines for each 
page. The manuscript is connected to the same Northungus medicus of 
Hildesheim, who commissioned or directed the writing of the Vatican 
codex. A line at f. 143v attests that the codex was in Bamberg in the four-
teenth to fifteenth centuries (Hie Liber est maioris Ecclesie in babenberg). 
Since 1803, after the secularization, it has belonged to Bamberg Staatsbi-
bliothek. The volume was bound in white pig leather with the golden seal 
of the Bamberg Dombibliothek and with two metal claps in 1611. The 
manuscript contains two texts in Old High German (Franconian) language 
(9a and 9b):
First part:
1. ff. 1ra-29rb Constantinus Africanus, Practica.
2. ff. 29va-36rb Northungus, herb glossary (alphabetic). Incipit: Uber 

de no  minibus morborum et specierum et herbarum a nort-
hungo compositus.

3. ff. 36va-40ra Tractatus de natura aquae.
4. ff. 40ra-118ra Incipit: Antidotarius per alfabetum transpositus.
5. f. 118rb De ponderibus medicinalibus.
6. f. 118v Empty.
Second part:
7. ff. 119ra-143vb Collection of remedies, f. 119: De passione vertiginis et 

Scotomiae, f. 126: De Podagra, f. 127r: De ponderibus 
medicinalibus. De Cerebro. Specula Medicorum, f. 127v: 
Hic summa totius Artis (hanc paginam in hunc modum 
a northungo christi pauperculo editam … memorie com-
mendet). Quid sit phisicus.

8. f. 130 Incipit: Uber capitis, f. 134v: De causis que in naribus 
generantur. In the following pages there are repetitions 
of the previous remedies in another order, f. 139: De 
libro pauperum. Remedies against bleedings.

 42 None of the manuscript catalogues mentions the script.
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19. f. 139rb (a) Christ unde Iudas spiliten mit spieza, an Old High 
German blood charm with neumes; (b) Crist wart bi 
erden wunt, an Old High German wound charm.

10. f. 139rb Incipit: Uber tercius de viciis accendentibus ori.
11. f. 141v Incipit: Tractatus libri aelefantiae.
12. f. 142v Tractate de scaemate humano (containing a 14 cm – 

figure of a human body with a beard; the picture seems 
to follow a contemporary Italian exemplar).

13. f. 143r Loca combusta imprimis debent.
14. f. 143v Hec medica mina sua proprietate maturant apostemata et 

rumpunt.

4. Conclusion

Various studies of the dissemination of Constantinus Africanus’ work in 
Western Europe suggest that the Bamberg antidotary as well as the Vatican 
Viaticus originated in Hildesheim and that they were probably a product of 
the medical school of Northungus medicus “the little pauper of Christ” (as 
stated at f. 127: hanc paginam in hunc modum a northungo christi pauperculo 
editam … memorie commendet). Brian Long states:

The monks of Hildesheim, for example, sought to produce an “enhanced 
Viaticum” by combining Constantine’s text with supplementary moral apo-
thegms and the empirical findings of their teacher Northungus. […] BAV MS 
Pal. lat. 1158 preserves the best copy of this text; additional evidence of their 
efforts, including parts of this “enhanced Viaticum” that appear to have been 
copied from Pal. lat. 1158, can be found in Bamberg, Med. msc. 6. 43

Northungus was a monk and a teacher at the monastery of St. Michael 
in the first half of the twelfth century 44. His learning was of remarkable 
scope and variety. According to Wack, he compiled the Bamberg anti-
dotary drawing material from an early version of the Antidotarius magnus 
adding to it several other recipes taken from other, unidentified, local 
sources: “Thus, the compiler of the Bamberg manuscript or of its source 
integrated a (probably) written tradition of ‘indigenous medicine’ with the 

 43 Long 2015, 289, 196.
 44 Green 1994, 144.
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latest teaching emerging from Salerno and elsewhere, giving us a glimpse 
of the range of German monastic medicine” 45.

From this, we may draw two important conclusions. Firstly, 
St. Michael was part of a large network of medical institutions favoring 
a rapid transfer of knowledge from the Mediterranean region to northern 
Germany. Secondly, local remedies were added to the new ones coming 
from abroad. Among these, we can certainly number our three neumatic 
charms. Despite their undefined provenance, their language, as we have 
seen so far, seems to be older than those current in other German contem-
porary texts.

It is hard to believe that our three neumatic charms are the only sur-
viving exemplars. Further research may bring to light more of them, help-
ing to establish a more reliable basis for a comprehensive study. The link 
of our Vatican and Bamberg medical volumes with Hildesheim school of 
medicine raises the fascinating question whether Hildegard von Bingen, 
the most famous medieval scientist of her time, had a role in connecting 
medical remedies with liturgical singing. In fact, Hildegard von Bingen 
made use of Constantinus Africanus’ work as she combined Constantine’s 
theory and remedies with her own innovative interpretations of theol-
ogy, cosmology, and medicine 46. We also know how strong her interest in 
music and singing was. 

Twelfth-century charms, chants, and medical remedies share the same 
monastic environment. German Benedictine monasteries carefully studied 
the Mediterranean tradition and tested it with everyday practice and field-
work. This is the place where Christian belief merges with local customs 
and where charms, poems, and medical recipes find their way to the parch-
ment. Some of them allow us even to get a vague idea of the necessary 
ritual gestures and movements. In a recent work, Haines nicely explains 
this as follows:

Thus, along with gesture and movement, the music of the human voice is 
the most ephemeral element of magic rituals. The texts of some charms and 
prayers from the late Middle Ages, for example, have survived in writing 
[…] but their song or recitation has the musical notes have not. […] As an 
example, the words of the famous Longinus charm – “Longinus miles latus 
domini nostri Jesu Christi lancea perforavit et continuo exivit sanguis et aqua 
in redemptionem nostram” (“The soldier Longinus pierced the side of our 
lord Jesus Christ and immediately there gushed forth blood and water for our 

 45 Wack 1994, 189-199. 
 46 Long 2015, 289.
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redemption”) – have both a lyric and liturgical feel. To my knowledge, no late 
medieval Longinus charm has survived with musical notation. Yet, it is hard 
to believe that such popular formulas as this one were not chanted or recited 
on occasion. Indeed, perhaps there was a melody or two performed often 
enough with this charm that it was known as the “Longinus tune”. This is a 
common phenomenon of orality that is underestimated from our excessively 
written perspective. 47

Our three neumatic charms were also produced in a monastery. As we have 
seen, the manuscripts hosting them are not of ecclesiastical or liturgical 
character. The neumes are where we would not expect them to be. Are 
these the only extant medieval neumatic charms?
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